As computer power has increased, so has the capability of sotlware developers to write programs that assist 
INTRODUCTION
Computer software and hardware advances have had an important impact on discrete-event simulation. One result of these advances is Mathematical, a general software system and language for mathematical applications.
Wolfram (199 1) The data does follow the NORMAL distribution Figure 1 : Output from executing function KSTest[] which tests whether a set of ten data points (31, 31.4, 33.3, 33.43 33.5, 33.7, 34.4, 34.9, 36.2, 38) The arrival rate, service rate, and number of servers are specified as 0.1, 0.2, and 3, respectively.
GRAPHICAL EXAMPLES
Mathematical represents graphics as expressions that can be manipulated. Sometimes one can achieve a desired graphical effect by using the options of the builtin plotting colmmands; at other times, the only way to accomplish a goal may be to modifi the expressions returned by a plotting command or even to create an expression from scratch.
RANDU Generator
As discussed by Law and Kelton (1991) , the RANDU random number generator, 2, = 65,539Z,_1(mod 23') 20 = 123>456,789 is biased when random numbers are used in groups of three. Using A4athematica, it is easy to clbseme this dependency. Figure 3(a) shows the default view of 6000 tuples generated from the RANDU generator. Based only on this view, the generator appears to be stilciently random. Response surface generated fi-om plotting the repair cost for various levels of expert and apprentice mechanics.
For instance, 5 experts and 1 apprentice mechanic has an approximate cost of $550. is a frequent topic of discussion on many Intemet newsgroups; the sci.math.symbolic is one.
FINAL COMMENTS
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